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Thirty years ago, postal operations around the world were
typically operated on a non-commercial public-service basis with
statutory monopoly protection of usually inefficient operations.
While reforms since then have led to substantial efficiency gains
in many countries, these reforms have not always gone far
enough and new challenges (particularly substitute-induced
declining demand) have arisen.
The purpose of this presentation is to make some observations
about how the application of the principles and techniques of
economic efficiency have helped (and can further help) guide
policy-making for, and governance of, postal services.
The emphasis is particularly on issues around pricing and quality.
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Australia Post:
Some Facts and Figures
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The Australia Post Timeline

• 1975 – postal and telecommunications services are separated out
of the PMG (ministry), and the ‘Australian Postal Commission’ is
born.
• 1989 – Australia Post is corporatised, becoming the ‘Australian
Postal Corporation’ operating as a government business enterprise
(GBE).
• 2004-05 – first ACCC cross-subsidy report published
• 2007-08 – mail volume peaked at around 5.5 billion items – a
relatively slow decline sets in.
• 2012 – Australia Post became the sole owner of Star Track, a
freight and logistics provider.
• 2014-15 – Australia Post suffers its first-ever loss.
• 2016 – Basic Postage Rate (BPR) increased from $0.70 to $1.00
with a reduced delivery standard; a priority service (at $1.50)
introduced.
• 2015-16 – Revenue from parcels and logistics exceeds one-half of
total revenue; small overall profit.
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Declining Demand for Traditional Services
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Source: Australia Post Annual Report, various issues.

Faltering Revenue Growth?
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Falling Profits
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011*

2012

2013

2014**

2015

2016

Reserved

24.0

(1.7)

(69.2)

(250.1)

(66.5)
(91.3)

(114.4)

(198.0)

(242.6)

(283.4)

(14.3)

Nonreserved***

537.7

593.9

450.1

353.1

398.8

481.1

408.7

347.6

(68.7)

55.3

Total

561.7

592.2

380.9

103.0

332.3

366.7

210.7

103.0

(352.1)

41.0

Source: Australia Post Annual Report, various issues.
*Definitional change: ‘Amounts prior to 2011 included the collection, processing and distribution of international inbound letters and packets
(weighing less than 2kg)’ (Annual Report 2011-12, p. 11)
**Includes a ‘new recurring expense of more than $175 million’ caused by a ‘change to accounting standards’ (superannuation contribution)
(Annual Report 2012-13, p. 11)
***Calculated as Total Profit minus Reserved Profit
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From the 2015-16 Annual Report
We recorded a profit before tax of $41.0 million in 2015/16, following a loss the
previous year. Our return to profit was largely driven by the reform of our letters
services, which reduced the magnitude of the loss that we incurred in the delivery
of traditional mail services. The main drivers of the profit result were the
continued solid performance of our parcels business, investment in online
partnerships and further development of our portfolio of Australia Post trusted
eCommerce solutions. (p. 11)
Total addressed letter volumes declined by 9.7 per cent compared to the previous
year. The overall result reflects the continued trend towards alternative digital
technology. While the letters business again returned a negative result, the
reform changes including the BPR increase helped reduce the loss and improve
the sustainability of our letters service. (p. 14)
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1. The Role of Liberalisation in
Achieving Greater Efficiency
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Politicised, State-Owned Statutory Monopolies
• Thirty years ago – when I first started studying this industry – postal
services were almost universally:
 statutory monopolies (for at least a broad definition of letters);
 operated on a public-service (non-commercial) basis with some
still embedded in government departments; and
 subject to various political influences on pricing and investment.
• These traditional arrangements stemmed from the origins of postal
services operated by the sovereign (for revenue-raising and the
carriage of secret state correspondence) and from the reforms of
Rowland Hill.
• The uniform national price necessitated statutory monopoly, and in
the eyes of many, it also necessitated government ownership and
control.
• Reforms over the past thirty years in most jurisdictions have moved –
to greater and lesser extents – them away from the old model.
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Sir Rowland Hill (1795-1879)
English Educationist, Postal Reformer and Economist
Universities/Institutions: Oxford (Honorary degree); Royal Mail
(Administrator / Chair); Political Economy Club
Distinctions: Fellow of the Royal Society; Knighthood 1860; buried at
Westminster Abbey
Famous for the achievement of the ‘Penny Post’ (sender pays; uniform
national price) in Britain in 1840
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Reforms over the Past Thirty Years
• Reforms over the past thirty years in most jurisdictions
have moved – to greater and lesser extents – postal
operations away from the old model:
1. Market liberalisation (greater competition)
2. Corporatisation
3. Privatisation
4. Better Regulation (including USO reform)
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1. Market Liberalisation (Competition)
• A big focus of postal reforms around the world over the
past thirty years has been on market liberalisation –
opening postal markets to greater competition by
reducing/removing statutory monopoly and setting up an
access regime.
• The limits to competition now in many jurisdictions are
only in relation to natural monopoly; not statutory
monopoly.
• This has been a ‘success story’, especially in Europe,
helping to ‘vivify’ their postal industries in various ways …
and without market power there can be no cost
inefficiency.
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2. Corporatisation
• Governments have transformed their postal operations from
public service operation to more independent government
business enterprises (GBEs) / state-owned enterprises (SOEs).
• For example, Australia Post was taken out of the Ministry in
1975 and corporatised to be a GBE in 1989.
• Corporatisation usually includes:
̶
̶
̶
̶
̶

Setting clear and non-conflicting objectives
Rate-of-return targets based on a ‘DORC’ valuation of assets
Liability for taxation and other competitive neutrality
Some form of USO reform (considered later)
External and independent regulation

• While only a partial answer, corporatisation does appear to be
associated with substantial improvements in cost efficiency in
those jurisdictions where it has been rigorously pursued.
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3. Privatisation
• Management separated from ownership may have weak
incentives for pursuing cost efficiency – managerial discretion;
cost-padding; the ‘easy life’; consumption of perquisites; and
‘featherbedding’ of labour are all possible consequences.
• Government ownership – at least in some forms – is often
associated with insufficient discipline on management.
• And while privatisation is still uncommon, many postal
operations are finding other ways to get more commercialism
into their operations.
• My first publication on postal policy (over thirty years ago) was
titled Private Correspondence – Competition or Monopoly in
Australia’s Postal Services?.
• And 125 years ago, Frederick Millar wrote passionately about
the ‘Evils of State Trading’ (see next slide).
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It is therefore quite natural to find that when the State
undertakes to do those things which it ought not to do, it
does them badly; and … is characterised by bungling,
extravagance, and inefficiency.
Evils, direct and indirect, must result from the State
undertaking functions which can only be properly
performed under ever-varying conditions by a free
initiative, whose very existence depends on its ability to
provide constant and adequate satisfaction of public
wants.
Frederick Millar, ‘The Evils of State Trading as Illustrated by the Post Office’, 1891
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4. Better Regulation
• Corporatisation – including independent regulation –
largely depoliticised postal operations (pricing, capex, etc.)
in various ways.
• Few countries adopted incentive-based regulation, and a
form of cost-of-service regulation (or oversight) is more
common.
• Australia Post is subject to Part VIIA of the Competition
and Consumer Act 2010 (see next slide) which is a form of
cost-of-service oversight.
• Given informational asymmetry and the separation of
ownership and management, such an arrangement may
encourage an element of cost pass-through instead of
rigorous interrogation of costs in pursuit of cost-efficiency.
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The ACCC’s Regulatory Role
• Price notification provisions in Part VIIA of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010
apply only to ‘notified services’ and ‘declared persons’.
• Prices surveillance applies only to those markets where, in the view of the Minister,
competitive pressures are not sufficient to achieve efficient prices and protect
consumers.
• The current declaration limits price surveillance to the basic postage rate (BPR) and
other letter services. The declaration does not include business letter services.
• Australia Post is required to notify the ACCC if it proposes to: increase the price of a
declared (and therefore notified) service; or introduce a new service that would fall
within the definition of declared (notified) services, or provide an existing declared
(notified) service under substantially dissimilar terms and conditions.
• (95E) The object of this Part is to have prices surveillance applied only in those
markets where, in the view of the Minister, competitive pressures are not sufficient
to achieve efficient prices and protect consumers.

2. USO Reform
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Rowland Hill’s Legacy: Cross-Subsidy
• Hill’s uniform geographic price for basic letter
service was broadly adopted and remains pervasive.
(Spain is a notable exception.)

• While there have been improvements in relation to
the definition of the USO and greater transparency
in funding, most countries continue to subsidise
rural users via a ‘cross-subsidy arrangement’.
• This taxes urban users to finance a subsidy to rural
users, causing deadweight losses at both the tax
and the subsidy ends (see diagram).
• It usually requires statutory monopoly to protect
urban revenues.
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Options for USO Reform
• First-Best: In my view, from an efficiency perspective,
rural subsidies should have nothing to do with pricing of
postal services (or of anything else) – allow the postal
service to determine geographically differentiated prices,
and if there is a concern about the welfare of non-urban
users, then do this through the welfare system.
• Second-Best: If policy makers are intent on a postalspecific subsidy, then it will be better to fund it from the
general tax system (raise the revenue more efficiently)
rather than through a cross-subsidy – again, allow
geographic differentiation with the rural price regulated
to the desired level.
• Third-Best: The way it is still done nearly everywhere
(cross-subsidy) with its attendant inefficiencies.
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3. Efficient Tariff Structure:
Priority/Regular Split
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• A feature of letter pricing in some countries is to have two
classes of mail (first-class/second-class; priority/regular)
based on delivery time.
• The differences in price between the two classes is often
substantial – for example:
 In Australia the rate for regular mail is $1.00 compared with $1.50
for priority.
 In New Zealand the rates are NZ$1.00 (Standard) and NZ$1.80
(Fast Post).
 In the UK the rates are 55p (second-class) and 64p (first-class).

• In this section the efficiency principles (differences in
incremental costs and differences in elasticities according to
the Ramsey-Boiteux rule) are applied to the price structures
in the UK and Australia.
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Tariff Structure – Principles
• Costs of providing letter service can be broadly divided
into long-run incremental costs and costs that are not
directly related to providing the letter service.
• Setting prices equal to incremental cost will ensure
allocative efficiency is attained, but other (nonincremental) costs will not be covered – prices will have
to exceed incremental cost if total cost is to be covered.
• Frank Ramsey and Marcel Boiteux provided guidance
on how to determine the mark-ups on incremental cost
– ‘Ramsey-Boiteux pricing’ (aka the ‘inverse-elasticity
rule’).
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Frank Ramsey (1903-1930)
British Mathematician, Economist and Philosopher
University: Cambridge
Distinctions: Wrangler in the Mathematical Tripos 1923, taught by JM Keynes, Fellow
of King’s College, Frank Ramsey Chair of Economics (Cambridge), brother of the
Archbishop of Canterbury (1961-1974)
‘A Mathematical Theory of Saving’ Economic Journal 1928
‘A Contribution to the Theory of Taxation’ Economic Journal 1927
Ramsey’s theory of taxation has been applied to utility pricing, leading to ‘Ramsey
pricing’ or ‘Ramsey-Boiteux pricing’

Marcel Boiteux (1922-)
French Engineer and Economist
Universities/Institutions: l’Institut d’études politiques de Paris; l’Université Paris VIII; l'Ecole
Nationale des Ponts et Chaussées (1963-1967); Electricité de France
Distinctions: President Econometric Society 1959; Grand Officier de la Légion d'Honneur
‘Le Revenue distribuable et les pertes économiques' Econometrica 1951
'La tarification en coût marginal et les demandes aléatoires' Cahiers du Séminaire d'économétrie
1951
'Sur la gestion des monopoles publics astreints a l'éequilibre budgétaire' Econometrica1956
'Comment calculer l'amortissement?‘ Rev Econ Politique 1956
'L'amortissement peut-il jouer un role dans le calcul économique?' Rev Recherche Operationelle
1957
'Marginal Cost Pricing of Electricity' 1964
‘Note sur le taux d'actualisation' Rev Econ politique’ 1964
Specifically developed a pricing rule for efficient cost recovery by deviations from incremental
cost known as Ramsey-Boiteux pricing
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Applying the Ramsey-Boiteux Rule
• The cost-accounting systems of many postal operators were not
designed for distinguishing between the incremental costs of
regular and ‘priority’ mail.
• The own-price and cost-price elasticities necessary to determine
the mark-ups are difficult to estimate – this is an ‘inexact science’!
• However, most (but not all) studies do indicate that premium/firstclass mail has a significantly more inelastic demand than
regular/second-class mail; implying proportionately higher markup on first-class mail.
• However, as the mark-up on first-class is increased, some demand
will shift towards second-class, shifting the second-class demand
curve to the right – effectively making it more ‘inelastic’.
• It ends up with the famous ‘inverse-elasticity rule’, but where the
elasticities are the ‘super-elasticities’.
William B Tye ‘The Postal Service: Economics Made Simplistic’, Journal of Policy Analysis and Management
Vol. 3, No. 1 (Autumn, 1983), pp. 62-73
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Tariff Structure – UK

• Some work* I did on UK postal prices in the late 1980s attempted to
explain the then differential of 5p between first-class (17p) and
second-class (12p) in terms of costs and elasticities.
• The difference in incremental cost was only about 1p, meaning that
there had to be a big difference in own-price elasticities, with
second-class needing to be many times more elastic than first-class
to justify the divergence.
• However, a multiple-regression analysis of demand for first-class and
second-class letters estimated that the elasticities were almost
identical:

First-class –0.86 (cross-price insignificant so ≈ zero)

Second-class –0.89 (cross-price +0.16)
• This suggested that Royal Mail used different elasticities or that nonefficiency criteria were used in determining the rate structure.
• Currently rates are much closer together – 64p and 55p – than in the
late 1980s, suggesting that they are likely to be more efficient.
* Robert Albon, ‘Some Observations on the Efficiency of British Postal Pricing’, Applied Economics, 21, April
1989, 461-73.
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Tariff Structure – Australia
• Effective on 1 January 2016, the price of a letter (Basic Postage Rate
(BPR)) increased from $0.70 for a single class, to $1.00 for a regular class
(lower delivery standard) and $1.50 for ‘priority’ letters (similar to the old
delivery standard).
• To a large extent these changes were motivated by the need to achieve
cost recovery through a combination of price increases and cost
reductions.
• Putting aside the cost recovery imperative, it is difficult to evaluate the
efficiency implications.
• Certainly there is a difference in attributable costs that suggests priority >
regular, but there is no direct Australian information on the relative
elasticities.*
• Demand for priority would likely have to be many times more inelastic
than regular to justify such a large difference in price.
*Diversified Specifics (consultant for Australia Post) estimated own-price elasticities for existing
categories ranging from –0.35 (ordinary) to –0.78 (pre-sort).
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The efficiency with which [mail revenue] is collected is an important
determinant of overall profitability of postal operators (POs) and
the payment channels through which POs serve customers in turn
shape the mailer experience. How the customer pays matters.
Payment method is a critical driver of postal product costs but has
received relatively little attention in the literature compared to
other product cost drivers such as format, weight and speed of
delivery.
Tim Walsh, ‘The Costs, Functions and Pricing of Postal Payment Channels’ in Crew and Brennan 2014
edited volume, chapter 25.
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• It appears to me that the differences in price
between first-class and second-class are – based on
the available data – usually inefficiently large.
• Even though the higher-class service costs more to
produce and may have a more inelastic demand,
these differences appear insufficient to justify the
difference in price.
• The UK rates have converged markedly over the
years, and any inefficiency is, in my view, likely to be
small.
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4. Efficient Tariff Structure:
Letter/Postcard Split
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• Another feature of letter pricing in some countries is to
have two classes of mail based on the ‘nature’ of the
item being carried.
• For example, both the US and Japan have a higher price
for ‘letters’ than for ‘postcards’ of the same weight and
size.
• The differences in price between the two classes is
often substantial – for example, in the US a letter is
priced at $0.47 compared with only $0.34 for a card;
and in Japan the rates are ¥82 and ¥52.
• In this section, efficiency principles are applied to
evaluating the price structure in Japan.
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Tariff Structure – Japan
• Some work I did with a Japanese colleague in the early 1990s*
examined whether the large price differential between first-class
(letters) and second-class (postcards) could be justified on efficiency
grounds. (The ratio of second to first had varied from 0.40 to 0.67
over the previous twenty years.)
• Our analysis began with a multiple-regression analysis of demand for
first-class and second-class items and the following elasticities were
estimated:
–
–

First-class –0.25 (cross-price: +0.08)
Second-class –0.13 (cross-price, insignificant so ≈ 0)

• Given that there is no difference in cost between first-class and
second-class items, the result actually suggested that second-class
items could be priced above first!
• Rates in 2016 are ¥82 and ¥52, making a ratio of 0.63, which is high
by historical standards, but the divergence probably remains
inefficiently great.
*Robert Albon and Yasunari Oya ‘The Efficiency Analysis of Japanese Postal Pricing’, Niigata University
Journal of Economics, 55-56, March 1994, 107-18
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A Message to Customers from Japan Post
Japan Post Co. Ltd. aims to be ‘an integrated lifestyle-support
corporate group’ that helps customers realize safe, secure,
comfortable and enriched lives and lifestyles by providing each
of them with a variety of products and services tailored to their
diverse lifestyles and life stages.
Looking to the future, all employees of Japan Post are united in
their efforts to provide even higher quality services. We
appreciate your continuous patronage and use of our post
offices.
Kunio Yokoyama, President and CEO, Japan Post
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5. Achieving Efficient Service
Quality
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• Particularly in the context of declining demand and the
migration of more time-sensitive mail away from the
traditional letter service, postal administrations are asking
– or at least should be asking – whether they have got the
service standards right.
• In my view, service/delivery standards that were devised
for times when there were fewer substitutes may now be
excessive in the sense of costing more than they are
worth.
• If so, there are potential efficiency advantages from
reducing delivery/service standards because the cost
reductions would allow price to be reduced by more than
willingness to pay (WTP) is reduced. (Next slide.)
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Efficiency Gains from Removing ‘Over-servicing’

Gain in User Surplus from Expansion in output

AC0
Efficiency Gain from cost reduction net of user loss

AC1
WTP1
Q0 Q1

WTP0

Determining the WTP for Quality / Service Standard

• Determining the optimal trade-off between
quality of service (QoS) and price presents
the challenge of quantifying the WTP for
different levels of service quality.
• A considerable literature has built up over
the past twenty-five years, with researchers
using
either
contingent
valuation
methodology (CVM) or multiple-regression
analysis (modelling demand including a
variable reflecting QoS) analysis to
determine WTP for different aspects of
quality.
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Contingent Valuation Methodology
• CVM was developed for quantifying benefits and costs of
environmental events, but there have been several applications in
other areas, including various aspects of provision of postal services
(fewer delivery days; lesser delivery speeds; community mail boxes;
reduced street posting boxes; etc.).
• The technique involves surveying individuals about their valuations in
particular contingencies, and there may be one or more of a number
of biases.
• To overcome one of these biases, questions should pursue
Willingness to Accept (WTA) rather than WTP:
WTA measures are prone to measurement problems and tend to generate inflated
values far in excess of those obtained from a WTP approach. One important
difference is that, unlike WTP responses, WTA responses are not constrained by a
respondent’s income …
(NERA and Accent, ‘The Social Value of the Post Office Network’ Report for Postcomm, 5 August 2009)
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An Australian Perspective
• Service levels were considered by Boston Consulting Group (BCG)
for the Australian Ministry of Communications in the lead-up to
the changes that came into effect on 1 January 2016:
Service levels under the current model of letter delivery exceed the demands
of most customers. BCG's analysis of available survey data supports this view.
Surveys suggest only one-third of receivers use their mail directly on the day
they receive it, half would accept three day delivery and very few would be
willing to pay to maintain five day delivery, with little variation across
customer segments.
(Boston Consulting Group, Australian and International Postal Services Overview Background Report, June
2014)

• The new arrangements involve a slower delivery standard for the
Regular Service, but other changes considered by BCG (including
fewer posting boxes and community mail boxes) were not
introduced.
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Postcomm, 5 August 2009.
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Services, Final Report, prepared for the Postal Regulatory Commission, February
2010.
WIK Consult, Definition, Classification and Methodology for Evaluating Intangible
Benefits related to Universal Postal Service, Study for ARCEP May 2010
WIK Consult, Review of Postal Operator Efficiency for Ofcom November 2013
USPS OIG/Gallup, What Postal Services Do People Value the Most? A Quantitative
Survey of the Postal Universal Service Obligation, 23 February 2015
Gregory Swinand and Sion Jones, ‘Estimation of Consumers’ Willingness to Pay for
Quality of Service in Post’, London Economics
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Some Concluding Messages
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• The best thing policy-makers and regulators can do with respect to
governance of postal services provision is to apply established economic
efficiency principles and the associated Tinbergen principle.
• If they have visions of a more equal and equitable society, they should
look elsewhere than postal services for their instruments … it is not a
social service.
• Around the world there has been a shift of focus towards approaches –
greater competition; corporatisation; privatisation; ‘incentive
regulation’; and more efficient USOs – that improve one or more of the
three efficiencies.
• Declining volumes are impacting on many aspects of operations,
including exerting upward pressure on prices and downward pressure on
service quality.
• Efficient pricing becomes even more important in these circumstances,
and the delicate balance between price and quality can too be guided by
economic-efficiency principles.
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Appendix:
The Fathers of Economic Efficiency
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Vilfredo Pareto (1848-1923)
Italian Economist (trained originally in engineering)
Universities: Turin, Florence and Lausanne.
Distinction: Succeeded Leon Walras in the chair at Lausanne.
Manual of Political Economy 1906
The founding father of economic efficiency. The importance of Pareto’s
work is reflected in the familiar terms:
‘Pareto efficiency’; ‘Pareto Criterion’ and ‘Potential Pareto Criterion’
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Nicholas Kaldor (1908-1986)
Hungarian-born and British-based Economist
Universities: London School of Economics, Cambridge
Distinctions: Life Peer (Baron Kaldor)
‘Welfare Propositions of Economics and Interpersonal Comparisons of Utility’
Economic Journal 1939

Co-originator with John Hicks of the ’Potential Pareto Criterion’ or
‘Kaldor-Hicks Criterion’: society is better off after an event where
the gainers from the change could compensate the losers … and still
remain better off themselves.
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John Hicks (1904-1989)
English Economist
Universities: Oxford, LSE and Manchester
Honours: Nobel Prize in 1972 (joint with Kenneth Arrow) and knighthood (1964).
‘Annual Survey of Economic Theory: The Theory of Monopoly’ Econometrica 1935
‘Mr. Keynes and the ‘Classics’; A Suggested Interpretation’ Econometrica 5 2 April 1937
‘The Foundations of Economic Welfare’ Economic Journal 1939
Value and Capital Oxford UP 1939
‘The Valuation of Social Income’ Economica 1940
A Revision of Demand Theory Oxford UP 1956
Legacies: Kaldor-Hicks test; Hicksian demand; compensating variation (CV and EV); IS-LM curves

Co-originator of the Kaldor-Hicks test (aka the Potential Pareto Criterion)
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Arnold Harberger (1924-)
US Economist
Universities: Johns Hopkins; Chicago (PhD); UCLA
Awards: President AEA 1997
Taxation and Welfare 1974
‘The Three Basic Postulates of Applied Welfare Economics’ Journal of Economic Literature 1971
(a) the competitive demand price for a given unit measures the value of that unit to the demander;
(b) the competitive supply price for a given unit measures the value of that unit to the supplier;
(c) when evaluating the net benefits or costs of a given action (project, program, or policy), the costs and benefits
accruing to each member of the relevant group (e.g. a nation) should normally be added without regard to the
individual(s) to whom they accrue.’

Master of the analysis and measurement of allocative efficiency change (including the famous
‘Harberger triangle’)

Convinced economists to adopt the Kaldor-Hicks criterion (aka
‘Harberger’s Third Basic Postulate’) in advising on industry and trade
policy .
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Harvey Leibenstein (1922-1994)
Ukrainian-born US Economist
Universities: Northwestern, Princeton, UC Berkeley, Harvard (1967-1989)
‘Bandwagon, Snob and Veblen Effects in the Theory of Consumer Demand’ Quarterly
Journal of Economics 1950
Economic Backwardness and Economic Growth 1957
‘Allocative Efficiency vs. "X-Efficiency“’ American Economic Review 1966
General X-Efficiency Theory and Economic Development OUP 1978

Emphasised cost efficiency and originated the idea of ‘X-Efficiency’ / ‘XInefficiency’
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Joseph Schumpeter (1883-1950)
Austrian/American Economist
Universities: Vienna (law; PhD); Czernowitz; Graz; Tokyo College of
Commerce; Bonn (1925-1932) and Harvard (Professor 1932-1950)
Distinction: Doctoral Thesis supervisor of Paul Samuelson
Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy (1942)
‘This process of Creative Destruction is the essential fact about
capitalism’
Emphasised the importance (for him, centrality) of dynamic efficiency
in policy making
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Harry Johnson (1923-1977)
Canadian-born US- and UK-based Economist
Universities: Toronto (BA, MA); Harvard (PhD in Economics); Cambridge (BA, MA,
lecturer); Manchester (MA, Professor); LSE; Chicago (1959-1977)
Distinctions: Order of Canada; Harry Johnson Prize
Expert in microeconomics; macroeconomics; international economics
526 professional articles, 41 books and pamphlets, and more than 150 book reviews
‘The Ideology of Economic Policy in the New States’ 1967
Aspects of the Theory of Tariffs 1971
the problem with second-best policies is that they tend to be implemented by third-best
officials in the service of fourth-best politicians
Emphasised the importance of always trying to achieve first-best efficiency-based
policies
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Jan Tinbergen (1903-1994)
Netherlands-born economist
Universities: Leiden, Erasmus, Harvard
Distinction: Nobel Prize in Economics 1969
Economic Policy: Principles and Design Amsterdam 1956 and 1978
Famous for: Maxim about targets and instruments: Targets are those variables
the policy maker wishes to influence, whereas instruments are the variables that the
policy maker can control directly.
Tinbergen emphasised that achieving the desired values of a certain number of
targets requires the policy maker to control an equal number of instruments.
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Professor Fred Hilmer (1945-)
Universities: Sydney, Pennsylvania, Wharton School (MBA), U New South Wales
(Professor AGSM 1989-1998; Vice-Chancellor 2006-2014)
Nineteen years with McKinseys and several senior business positions including at
Westfield, Fairfax and Pacific Power.
Distinction: Order of Australia 1998
Chair of the National Competition Policy Review producing the ‘Hilmer Report’ in 1993.

Hilmer’s report on ‘National Competition Policy’ led to the
establishment of economic efficiency as the foundation of economic
regulation in Australia; including the regulation of postal services.
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